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UNIVERSITY PARK-Gov
ernors State University will
have 1 67 outstanding minority
st u d e n t s n a m e d to t he
Academic All-American Col
legiate Scholar Program
Students were selected for
maintaining a 3.3 grade point
awerage, Of better, on a 4. 0
scale. The students will be re
cruited for various scholar
ships available to outstanding
minorities. The top students
were selected by the college
they are studying in at GSU,
and are both graduate and
undergraduate students.
Top students in the COL
LEGE OF EDUCATION are:
Undergraduates:
C H ICAGO-Lucy Ramos,
Valori Archer.
CHICAGO HEIGHTS-Maria
Gutierrez

H A Z E L C R E ST-Karen
Jones
PA R K FOR EST- M i nnie
Townsend, J u lius Withers,
linda G riffin and K u nda
Sagar.
Graduates:
ALSIP-Phyllis Graham
BUFFALO GROVE-KeMn
lane.
CALU M ET C I TY-Yvette
CollinS/StOfY
CHICAG�Lonnie Connie
Jr., Clement Smith, Deidre
Crudup, Anita Muse, George
Posey, Marilyn Scott, Dianne
Joyce, Shirley Johnson, Fred
rick Marshal� Delorse Felton,
Charlotte Blackman, Beverly
Thomas, linda Robinson.
COUNTRY CLUB H ILLs
Della Wakefield, Doris Williams,
Alice Zeigler, Annie Hurt
CRETE-leola H udnell.

ATMIS HERE
Cash Station is coming to
Governors State University!
The automatic teller machine,
to be located behind the Info
Booth, will be one of five such
installations in the greater
Chicago area
Available to local residents
as well as the GSU community,
this machine will not be a 24
hour facility. According to
Thomas Stepke, University
Controller, "The machine in the
Hall of Governors will be avail
able to anyone who wants to
use it but only during the hours
the university is open."
The machine was installed
early this month, after months
of negotiation, but will not be
"on line for another few weeks

yet," Stepke said
Cash station's affiliation with
Cirrus and Money Network,
makes the system's services
available to patrons at loca
tions all over the country.
In addition to cash deposits
and withdrawals, the machine
will be set up to give balances
and make cash transfers.
Check cashing service will
still be available through the
cashier's office but lrv Roberts,
head of that office hopes that
the new machine will cut down
on the number of calls for this
service, while making it easier
for those who need cash after
his offtee closes at 8 p.m.
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F L O S S M OO R - R u by
Waller.
GLENWOOD-Anita H ar
mon, Essie Kelly.
HARVEY-Sandra Capleton,
Betty Jo Johnson.
HAZEL CREST-Priscilla
Williams, David Alexander,
G loria Randolph, Deborah
Chapman.
H O F F MAN E STATES
Phyllis Johnson.
HOMEWOOD-Bettie Mar
tin, Karen Brown.
JOLIET-Gharity Varnado,
Paul Williams, Edna Brass.
KANKAKEE-B�V�
James H udson.
LANSI NG-Joy Andrews.
MARKHAM-Sharon Depina,
Vera Kimbrough, Laneare
Drayton.
MATTESON-Ruth Brown,
Angela Washington, Robert
McGregor.
NORTH RIVERSIDE-James
Dominguez.
OLYMPIA FIELDS-Carol
Byrd
ORLA N D H I L LS-Vivian
Powers.
PARK FOREST-Garolyne
S m i t h , A n t h o n y R o g e rs,
A ubory Smith, Constance
Means, Dorothy Pryor, Renee
H umphreys.
RICHTON PARK-Richards
Duron.
ST. ANNE-Bonnie Tolliver.
SAUK VILLAGE-Jacqueline
Daniels.
S H O R E WOO D - H a r o l d
Reeder, Arthetta Reeder.
UNIVERSilY PARK-Brenda
Jarrett, Janice Ollarvia, Debra
Townsend
Top students from the COL
LEGE OF H EALTH PRO
FESSIONS ARE:
Undergraduates:
CH ICAGQ-Thomas Cole
man, Colleen Chatman, Anita
C h i l d ress, Kevin D aniels,
Beborah Taylor.
HARVEY-cynthia Thomas.
SOUTH HOLLAND-Karen
Millhouse.
UNIVERSilY PARK-Debra
Boles.
Graduates:
BOU RBON N A I S-Aieem
Aziz.
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FINE TUNE SKILLS
by Joan Palomar

In this servic&oriented world,
well-developed customer ser
vice skills is the way to make
m o n ey. A s e rv i c e p ro
fessionars success depends
on his customer's satisfaction
and loyalty.
The opportunity to fine-tune
these valuable skills will be of
fered at a one-day workshop,
" I mproving Customer Service"
(Course Number. SCOM50A)
given by Dr. Young Y. Kill\ Uni
versity Professor of Com
munication Studies, on April 8
(Frida�.
The primary emphasis on
this workshop, Kim said, is to
develop good face to face ill
teraction with customers and
clients. "It is designed for�
pie in occupations where good
customer/client service is criti
cal to job performanCEr-ill
cluding PR person� sale&
persons, librarians, accoull
tants, lawyers, receptionists,
cou nselors, ba n k t e l l e rs,
waiters/waitresses, police of
ficers, doctors, and nurses,"
she added
Workshop leader Kill\ who
will be joined by additional ill
structorCommunication Studies
Chairman Or. Michael Purdy,
will teach students to project
confident and courteous pr�
fessional images, manage dif
ficult customers, as well as to
cultivate customer loyalty.

"Lectures, exercises, and
films will be utilized for max
imum learning effectiveness,"
o
she explained A workbok
outlining the main points of
each session will be provided
along with a certificate of COfll
pletion upon day's end
The work shop is offered as
credit (1 Uni1) or noncredit to
both undergraduate and grad
uate students. The public is
also encouraged to participate
and will be kept informed on
this upcoming event by local
papers and advanced mailings
to surrounding businesses
and alumni
Credit students will return on
April 9 (Saturda� for a review
session and test " Most find
this usetu� it helps internalize
what was learned the previous
day," Kim said
She indicated that there is a
"great need' for improving cus
tomer service, and is confident
students from other colleges
within the university will attend
"There are a lot of repeating
students," commented Kim
who has done an annual
workshop at GSU for the past
four years. " lfs a fun learning
even� geared toward practical
application of knowledge and
at the same time provides op
portunities for people to meet
each other," she concluded
Kim, a professor at GSU
since 1 977, teaches com
munication theory, researcl"\
and training.
She has conducted training
seminars and workshops for
public and private groups on
such topics as "Power of Noll
verbal Behavior" and Com
municating Effectively in Or
ganizations. Most recently, she
has authored and edited a new
boo k entitled Communic.
tion and Cros.-Cultural
Adaptation (1988).
For additional information
regarding this workshop, COil
tact Dominic Candeloro in the
Office of Conferences and
Workshops or Dr. Kim (Ext
2302).
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The public is cordially invited
to attend the Fifth Annual Ex
hibition of African American Art
in the Visuai·Arts Gallery (for
merly E lounge gallery). The ex
hibit will run Feb. 5- 28 and
coincide with Black History
Month. Gallery hours are Mon
Thur. 1 0 am. - 4 p.m
Professor John Payne of the
GSU Art Department is the
coordinator of this invitational
show. There are approximately
twenty framed works, ten
sculptures, and two stoneware
pots in the show.
"This year we have art from
Baton-Rouge, La, St Louis,
Gary and I expect Terre Haute,
I nd.," said Professor Payne,
•just to name a few."
The sculptures are of ex
cellent quality. •ASTRAL MAN"
by Maceo Coleman is a very
tall hand carved piece, made of
wood. There is a bronze scul�
ture, a steel mask with hand by
Albert Vergne, a small black
ceramic statue of a man and a
carved wood piece by Frank
Hayden titled, •He PLAYED,"

depicting a musician.
The framed work has the
most variety; water color, oi�
etching, acrylic, and mixed
media "INDIAN YOUTH" by
Leon Savage is a painterly
piece, oil on canvas, with a raw
and powerful dignity. " HAR
OLD" is a tribute to Harold
Washington
Felicia Grant Preston's "FAM
IL Y ALBU M," BLUE NOTE
CLUB, 1949 is a compelling
lithograph that combines dig
nity of family with nostalgia for
a musical era gone by.
The framed works depict an
assortment of heroic figures,
religious symbolism, and the
family. The inherent dignity of
the varied individuals who
comprise the black race is the
primary focus of the framed
works presented in the show.
Additional information in
regard to the artists, or informa
tion concerning purchase of
art in this exhibit can be ob
tained by contacting Professor
John Payne at 534-5000 ext

2412.

CAROL LUCCHESI

....,....... ..._.
(312) 454-3519

"ftiE EQUITABLE UFE ASSURANCE SOCIETY Of THE UNIT£0 STATES
222 RtwraAde Plua, Suite 1100, �. IL 80606

PARRIME POSmONS
MIDI.OiliiAN LOCATION

The skills you leam
The moner vou eam
Can make 1988
Your best rear vet!

DEAN PRESERVES TRADITION
fasting season
Each host can choose the
refreshments, but one com
mon refreshment is a •King
cake"-a donut-like ring large
enough to serve the whole
party. The cake is often brightly
decorated with yellow, green,
and purple colored sugar.
The cake is cut into the same
number of pieces as there are
guests, and each guest selects
The Mardi Gras tradition
began at Governors State Uni
versity on January 19, 1988.
The College of Arts and Sci
ences began holding "King
cake" parties at the nostalgic
request of Dean Joyce M.
Verrett Verrett hosted the first
party which served coffee, tea
and Dunkin Donuts. At each
party a new host is picked, and
the parties will continue until
the celebration of Mardi Gras
on February16,1988.
The tradition begins on
King's Day, January 6, which
celebrates the coming of the
Wise Men King's Day marks
Epiphany, the end of the
Christmas season
Because there are no church
holidays or feasts before lent,
parties are held at regular in
tervals in preparation for the

Minority From Pllge 1
CHICAGo-Jennifer Chan
dler, Elizabeth Orz� Audrey
H olland, Janet Wright, Brenda
Golden, Frank Carrington,
Coleen Cokely, Patricia Evans,
Maria Cerian-Sanchez, Bar
bara Johnson, Beverly Leonard,
Hector Tellez, Gwendolyn
D u cas se, Pat ricia P rice,
M a ri n a O l a i m i , Va l e rie
Johnson
CHICAGO HEIGHTS-Lucia
Valdes.
D O L TON -Lorna Smith,
Bonita VICkers, Crystal Ward.
DOWNERSGROVE-Rema
Clarke.
HAZEL CREST -Dorothy
Wilson
HOMEVVOOD-Debra Davis.
MAllESON-Brenda Taylor,
Maxine Weaver-Patton
ORLA N D PARK-Angeles
Libunao.
RICHTO N PARK-Aimee
Wel
Top students from the COL
LEGE OF BUSINESS AND
PUBLIC ADM I N ISTRATION
are:
Undergraduates:
C H I CAGO-Surandy
Sanders.
COUNTRY CLUB HILLs
Deborah Husband
HAZEL CREST-Su Cheng

Pictured (left
Jr., (�15th),

to right): Repre..m.tive Robert LeFlore,
Phebe Willi8mson, Northeastern Illinois
University Bowel of Governors Minority Intern, •nd "-lph
Turner, Govemora a.te Univenlty Minority Intern.
Will.__n Ia Interning with R...,.iv
..m.t e LeFlore'•
Chlcllgo office. Turner Ia interning with the Toxic Tuk
Force of the I._. Qenenl Auemblr'a 33rd wgi1llltlw
Diatrtct.
Chen.
PARK FOR EST-Sandra
Salmen
UNIVERSITY PARK-Laura
.una
Graduates:
BOLl N G BROOK-Denise
Powell
C H A M PA I G N -Patrick
Moore.
CHICAGo-Fernando Men
dina, Gladys Williams, Ethel
H o l la nd, J eanie T h o m as,
Welton M urphy, Betty Lofton,
Janice Parker, Judson Mitchell
HAZE L C REST-Thomas
Jones J r.
JUSTICE-Arthur Ellis.
MATTESON-Kevin Brook
ins, Cecil Mimms.
RICHTON PARK-Burdell
Chapman
Top students from the COL
LEGE OF ARTS AND SCI
ENCES are:
Undergraduates:
BLUE ISLAN�Ami 8l'yant
CALUMET CITY- Ronald
Stevenson
C H I CAGO-Carol Clark,
Annie Rufus.
DOLTON-Sandra Mathews.
G L E N WO O D - S u ri n d e r
Dhiman
HAZEL C REST-Eugene
Leon Simpkins.
H O M E WO O D - M a rietta
Coleman

•••
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If you have a pleasant telephone personality and good
reading skills, you can join The Signature Group, an
affiliate of Montgomery Ward and Mobil Oil.
You can earn

$1000+

in the next 3 months!

• No experience ne cessary
• Company-paid training
• $5 per hour to start with planned
increases
• 17-20 hours per week
• Modem, professional offices in Midlothian
• Afternoon and evening shifts
• Generous benefits packages
• Montgomery Ward discount

CALL 389-9200
Weekdays 10:30 AM-5 PM

SIGN!\TURE__
I •-,.

Equal Opportunity Employer.

a piece of cake. Buried in one
piece is a bean. The holder of
the piece with the bean
becomes the next host
•King Cake" parties will be
held on Tuesdays and Thurs
days at 3 p.m. in the Dean's
Conference Room or the CAS
Entry Foyer. The CAS cele
bration will culminate with a
Mardi Gras party which will fea
ture costumes and festivities.

How much computer
$500 FREE Software!

•"Mouse" w�h w•nclow soltwe;• •Digtlal Research.
lftc 's GEMdesklop. GEMpalnl. OOSPWS. Basoc:2
·�SOOS V3 2 •512K Memor� l�<ompaloble
•Paper while monochrome moMot (16 g....., levels)
• Ophonat RGB color moMots ( 16 colora) • Tol1 and
Swtw1 moNIOr tland ·f>C.XT·slyle keyboerd •Jot·
SliCk pori •Speat.er wnh IIOlume control •Senal and
Parallel porls •3 PC<ampaloble. lul·s&Ze upansoon
slols •Ouattz Real tome clock • 16 btl 8086 ptOCH·
- (8 Mt':) •3601<8 double-sodecl Floppy.-,..
•Ophonal Second Floppy.-,.. Ot 20MB hard .-,..
·U- manuals •CPIM·86 Soh-•• compallbtltty
•CGA eohanced color graphiCs 60ft_.• •EJ<pand·
able_10 wort� "' netwo-k enwonmeotlor muhfolastung

will

The
complete

MARKHAM-Virginia Faber.
PA R K FOREST - D o n n a
Wolf.
Graduates:
BOLI NGBROOK-Michael
Davis.
CALUMET PARK-Melvin
Davis Jr.
C H I CAGO- Rosa Aviles
Joseph Korash,AIIison Harvey,
Jukube Felton, Barry Ferrfl� Es
tella Mills.
HOFFMAN E STA1E8-Phil1>
Masaracchla
HOMEWOOD-Joan Palo
mar.
JUSTICE-Allen Calvin
OLYMPIA FIELDs-Marie
Fox.
PAR K FOREST-Rosetta
Gibson.
ROBBINs-Ralph Turner.
STEGER-Jackie Trubac.
UNIVERSITY PARK-Loretta
Jones, Nicole Collins.
Top students in the BOARD
OF GOVERNORS degree pro
gram are:
CHICAG(}-Debra Murray,
Robbin Gibson, Warren Allen,
Gretta Bell
C RETE-Steven Juarez.
HARVEY-Jossie Johnson
HAZEL CREST-Princeton
Ferguson J r.
JOLIET-Thomas Hernan
dez J r.
UNIVERSITY PARK-Violet
Scroggins.

$699 buy?

���
••

Amstrad
1512.

(312) 524-9345
Maco Microcomputer Co.
840 S. Humphrey
Oak Park, I L
60304
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TICKER
TALK
by George A M1remt
Many new investors flock to
penny stocks because they're
"cheap." They are lured by the
possibility of fast and easy pro
fits. There are many slick
penny stock brokers touting
their favorite penny stock.
They call on unsuspecting in
vestors and talk as if they have
privy "inside" information and
hint of an upcoming opportuni
ty for the company. They often
require a minimum investment
ranging from $250.00 to
$ 1 000.00 or more.
I am not saying you can't
make money in penny stocks,
but the odds are usually stack
ed heavily against you By
chance, does this remind you
of a gambling casino? Here are
some guidelines and pitfalls to
watch if you are anticipating a
penny stock investment
First, always check the
spread, that is the difference
between the bid and ask price.
Sometimes, a thinly traded, low
volume penny stock will have
as much as a 50% spread or
more. For example, a stock
may have a bid of $. 1 0 with an
asking price of $.1 5. Just to
break even, excluding corn-

XOMA PENW
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ends, the price of the stock
could fall into a bottomless pit
overnight
If you receive a prospectus
of a penny stock company, and
are interested in it, read the
small print I once saw a pros
pectus of a small local com
pany and after reading it
thoroughly, I couldn't believe
how anybody outside an in
sane asylum would invest in it
Yet, I heard of people writing
out checks eagerly to get a
piece of the action. I guess
Jhey didn't read the pros
pectus
Another thing to check is the
background of the officers of
the company. If their records
are tainted, take your money
and run. Don't be a lamb
headed for the sacrifice.
There are opportunities in
penny stocks for those who do
their own digging. However,
don't succumb to the emo
tions of hope and greed for
they will make you go broke
quickly.
Please write questions and
comments to The Innovator,
RM: A 1 80 5, c/o George Mare

missions, the stock will have to
rise 50%.
Another important factor to
look at is the capitalization of
the stock. That is, the number
of shares outstanding. Many
penny stocks have a huge
amount of shares outstanding.
Some may have 10 million or
even 1 00 million shares out
standing. The more shares
outstanding the more buying it
will take to propel the price
upward
A third factor to consider is
the number of market makers
(a broker that buys and sells
the underlying stock) a stock
has. lfs my opinion that a
penny stock should have no
fewer than four or five market
makers to insure some degree
of liquidity.
If the penny stock is adver
tised in periodicals-watch
out! This has both good and
bad implications. The good is
that the advertising itself could
propel the stock higher. The
bad is that the company is
probably in trouble and the rise
of the stock could be only tem
porary. Once the promotion
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KING REMEMBERED

by Dixie Butz
"Happy birthday, happy
birthday, the time is over due.
People like me and you know
the way of truth_He lived and
didd for the wonders of his
people. Happy birthday, "Mar
tin Luther King, Jr.
Raymond Green, music
teacher for the Archdiocese of
Chicago and music therapist at
Lutheran Social Services of
Park Ridge, honored Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. with special
happy birthday lyrics as the
audience assembled in the
GSU theatre, January 1 5. Led
by Green, the audience sang
"Lift Ev'ry Voice and Sing."
These lyrics, especially
chosen, gave a message.
Dr. Alma Vinyard (CAS),
opened the University Con
vocation by introducing Rev.
Joseph Stalzer of campus
ministries who asked God for
His blessings ... to help us
understand better the ideals
for which he (King) lived and
died...freedom, justice, and
peace.
Announced President Leo
Goodm an-Malamuth. "We
must find the seed of life and
nurtue it We are here not only
to celebrate his birthday, but
celebrate his ideas."
Provost David Curtis talked
about the different kinds of
celebrations that people have
for their birthdays, "Martin
Luther King was struck down
in the prime of his life," he said,
"He's not around to celebrate
his birthday-he was the victim
of irrational hatred, racisim,
ignorance, untruths, and false
teaching."
"Martin Luther King changed
the course of human nature,"
observed Zam Malik, rep-

CRUISE SHIPS
NOW HIRING M/F

Summer & Career Opportunities
(Will Train). Excellent pay plus
world travel.

Hawaii,

Caribbean, etc.

208-738-0775

�.J":

Bahamas,

CALL

Ext./0

resentative of the faculty
senate.
"Thank you for being a
dreamer, Martin Luther King,"
said Eric Harwel� vice presi
dent of the student senate.
He added, "The things that
are going on at the University
are going on because that
dream is still alive. We must
work to change the things that
have not been changed yet"
Civil service senate presi
dent, Sural Wilkerson gave a
definition of a dream: "It is a
fond hope or aspiration to con
ceive of or devise. Dr. King's
dream was not a personal
dream, but it was for all people."
The bullet destroyed the man,"
said Wilkerson, "but not the
dream. Three is still room to
improve-the dream includes
us all"
Raymond Green enter
tained the assembly with one
of King's favorite songs
"Precious Lord, take my
hand"
The convocation's keynote
speaker, Peter Flemister,
assistant general counsel with
Allied Tube & Conduit Corp
oration in Harvey. He is
currently serving his second
term as president of the
Chicago Far South Suburban
Branch of the NAACP, and ser
ved on various committees of
the association prior to attain
ing this position.
Flemister said, "It is hard to
believe he's (King) been gone
so long." Flemister pointed out

211.
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that it is typical to hear people
say that King was a nice man
who did nice things. he said
King "may become a bust sit
ting on a shelf somewhere, but
he's become everything to
e v e r y b o d y . He i s n ' t for
everyone-there are good and
bad guys in this world-He en
gendered conflict; by his
actions and very presence he
exposed hatred in our country.
He brought them out into the
open for all to see_There are
places where he would not be
welcome but he told the truth,
and sometimes the truth hurts.
We must remember the con
flict that he exposed"
"Ideas matter," said Flemis
ter, "Hopes and dreams matter
to everybody. Dr. King said that
the world is a small and fragile
place and all of our lives are
tied together. He brought
women into the American
dream, and brought light to
many other inequities."
At this point in the program,
Green's voice rang out the
message: "Hang on to the
world as it spins around Just
don't let the spinning get you
down."
This is the "only holiday that
can serve to remind us of our
relationship with others," said
Dr. Sonya Mon roe-clay (CHP).
"This holiday allows us to cele
brate the fact that this man, in
deed, passed this way." She
continued, "I believe it (King's
birthday) should and must be

CONTIACEniVE SERVICES
PAPTEm -BREAST EXAMS
PIECNANCY TESTS
AIORTIONS .

EMPLOYEES
OF THE YEAR

Congratulations to Beatrice
Grant, Admissions and Stu
dent Recruitment Office and
Monica Johnson, Administra
tion, Co-Employees of the
Year.
Grant is a Secretary and has
been with GSU for 1 5 years.
During that time she has been
praised by co-workers, students
and administrators for her un
assuming manner, her desire
to help others and her ability to
recognize problems and solve
them in a calm and fair manner.
One student commented on
her willingness to seek assis
tance for him outside of her de
partment Fellow workers com
mented on the suggestions
made by Grant that benefited

the entire ASR office. We are
pleased to take this time to
recognize such noteworthy
accomplishments.
Monica Johnson, Data Pro
cessing Analyst has been with
GSU since January, 1 982.
Johnson was nominated by
peers and students. She is
noted for her ability to teach
and help individuals become
adjusted to the frightening
world of computers. Also men
tioned were the cost saving
suggestions she made relative
to computer operations and in
terfacing, and her help in
assisting the Registrar's Office
in achieving on-line advanced
registration.

celebrated nationally. This
national holiday allows us to
acknowledge his physical
death caused tJ,t hatred..reminds
us we must ever guard our
freedoms, however imcom
plete_our hopes for better
ways to get along with one
another."
"Celebrations shouldn't end
when the program ends," sug
gested Goodman-Malamuth.
"lfs well worth the time, the
recollections, projections, and
concerns. There is something
we take with us in our hearts
ifs not just a birthday, ifs an
opportunity to do something
when you leave this room.
Take with you something that
will create an attitude that is
predictive."
All joined hands and sang
"We Shall Overcome Some
Day."

There will be an open hear
ing held on February 17, 1 988
and February 24, 1 988 in the
Student Senate Office from 2
to 3 pm The topic of discussion
is on the proposed amen(}
ment to the Student Senate
by-laws. All interested parties
ara '"iflcome and encouraged
to.tend

I

SENAT£
UPDAT

"PERFECT TYPE"
PROFESSIONAL QUALITY
HOME TYPING SERVICE

ALL WORK DONE ON WORD PROCESSORS
TEAM/RESEARCH PAPERS
NURSING REPORTS, THESIS
RESUMES, TRANSCRIPTION

LOW RATES
PICK-UP AND
DELIVERY AVAILABLE

PHONE: (312) 862-4023
Daily transportation available
SPRING BREAK
Have fun in the sun. Take a
'
ld
alt Dlsney
Wor
break from the stress and cold • Epcot C
�nter
weather. Join fellow GSU •
Wet-n-W1Id
.
students and friends when we • p
.
arty �hlp cruise
go to beautiful Daytona Beach • Hawaua
n Luau
Flonda from Apnl1 to Apnl 1 0. •
Sea World and more.1
.
.
Roundtnp transport�tlon and for
more information call Chris
ocean front hotel Included. o
r Frank 374_29 36
$209 per person.
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conrHk.r;.� SIMcnl tiaftwcl Sl•lf
C.IIColl«r

(219) 14s-G141
HAMMOND
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(312) 711-9550
CHICAGO LOOP

(219) 769-3500
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The Student Communica
tion Media Board will soon be
accepting applications for Man
aging Editor of the Innovator.
Interested students should
have experience and aptitude
in journalism and the ability to
commit at least a year to the
paper.
Information is available by
contacting Sue Fagin, In
novator, Room A 1805, or cal._
ing ext 21 40.

the case of the
missing photo
"Have you seen my photo
graph that was in the student
shoW?" she asked
"I put it away, we all help you
know," I said to her.
"No one can find it" she
insisted
"Try the curators room or the
studio," I suggested
"We did It just cannot be
found," she pleaded
"Which one was it?" I asked
to be certain
"The hand colored one. It
was personal and once hung
on the wall at home," she in
formed me sadly.
"Please ask everyone," she
requested
"I will Sorry this happened to
you my friend"
(lost photos accepted at
THE INNOVATOR)

FOOD DRIVE
WINNERS
The Social Work Club and
Civil Service Food Drive Penny
Guessing Contest winners
were: First prize-Virginia Bixby,
Second prize-Ruth Barclay
and Third prize-lla Kline.

SCHEDULING

STUDENTS

I have somewhat of a
grievance with the system of
class scheduling here at Gov
ernors State University. I find it
very appalling to think that I
may have to extend my educa
tion here an extra trimester
because of my inability to take
the necessary courses. Class
scheduling at this university is
a joke; but I dare not laugh
because the situation is much
too real The system here
seemingly caters to the con
veniences of its professors,
who already have completed
their degrees, rather than to
the needs of its students.
Whether this problem is prev
alent throughout this universi
ty or just in existence in the
College of Business and Public
Administration, it must be ad
dressed without hesitation
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Free counseling is available
to individuals and families as
part of a training program for
advanced graduate counse._
ing students at Governors
State University.
Residents of the south sub
urban area can participate in
these on-campus sessions,
although some meetings can
be arranged off campus.
The sessions will be tape
recorded to assist the coun
selor's training and may be
reviewed by supervising facu._
ty or other counselors in train
ing. All material presented by
clients during counseling ses
sions is confidential and is
available to no one except the
supervising faculty and stu
dents in advanced training.

HAPPY
HOPPING
Congratulations to the chikten
of the Child Care Center. They
hopped their their way to
$303.97 for the Cerebral
Palsey Association
Good work, kids! Keep
hopping

correction
In the last issue we printed a
story on winter driving safety
tips. We accidentally left off the
by-line. The story was written
by DPS assistant chief Philip
Orawiac. We thank Phil for his
contribution and apologize for
the omission

ATTENTION: All SPAC mem
bers and prospective mem
bers-Meeting Tuesday, Feb
9, 1988, 3:30 PM Student Life
Meeting Room A 1804

LUBINSKY FAULTS
PLACEMENT

=LETTERS=

KING

Registration at Governors
State University is very frustrat
ing because it presents the
following problems:
1 . Required courses are only
offered once during the tri
mester.
2. Required courses are
many times offered at the
same hour and on the same
day.
3. Attempting to solve the
conflict by taking equivalent
courses at an upper-division
university is both costly and
time consuming.
Trying to graduate on time
can be a nightmare for a student; graduating ahead of time
r----- is probably best not to even be
considered. I strongly feel that
THE I N
enthe present scheduling policy
courages letters to the editor
must be changed to meet the
from the GSU Communtty. Lei·
ters should be typed doubt&
needs of the university's stu
spaced and not exceed 200
dents. It must be set up in a
word& Letters are subject to
edittng and do not necessanty
manner that would offer the
reflect the optnlon of the paper
students
choices, not conflicts.
or its staff. All letters must be
These choices must offer a
Signed Names will be witl>
held upon request alterconfervariety of classes which can
wrth the editor.
be taken at various times.
The argument has been
�
used that the university is too
small and the cost too great to
give its students a decent class
GSU INNOVATOR
1scheduling policy which offers
SERVING GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY
SINCE 1971
1a variety of class times and
MEMBER OF THE
ILLINOIS COLLEGE PRESS ASSOCIATION
1days to choose. However, I say,
COLUMBIA SCHOLASTIC PRESS
it is time to stop thinking small
ASSOCIATION
while the opportunity cost of
Susan J. Fagin
Managing Editor
Jean Juarez
Associate Editor
this university continues to
Knute Hammel
Graphics Editor
rise; rather it is time to think
Thomas Rose
Photo Editor
Michael O'Malley .
. Columnist about the students and their
Sandy Kazak
Assistant Photo Edrtor
needs. This university cannot
Cynthia Rios
Recreation Correspcxldent
The INNOVATOR is published bi-weekly at afford not to implement the
Governors State Univef31ty In Univef31ty Park,
changes needed. lfs time to
IL60466.
Views expressed in this newspaper are those
negotiate and come to terms
ol the staff and do nol necessarily represent In
for the benefit of the students
whole, orin part, thoseoiG0118morsStateU�
-sity admlnlstratior\ faculty or students.
who desire a conflict free
Letters to the editor are welcomed and eneducation
couraged Th- letters must be signed, but
names will be withheld upon request
Monica Lynch
Material for publcation must be in the IN
NOVATOR office no later than 1:00 pm the
Business Student
Wednesday before publication
The INNOVATOR telephone number is 534·
............

IS FREE

HURTS

Dear Editor:

I

COUNSELING

The Data Processing Man
agement AssociatiOI'\ a newly
formed club at GSU, was
recently presented with their
Student Chapter Charter. Pre
senting the Charter was Dr.
Sam Adams, the Purdue Calt.r
met Student Chapter Coor
dinator for DPMA. the largest
national organization of data
processing management pro
fessionals The DPMA Student
Chapter Program is designed
for students planning careers
in information processing or
related fields We currently
have 30 computer science,
MIS, and accounting mem
bers. Any students wishing for
more information may contact
Dr. Shreve or inquire at the
Academic Computing Ser
vices Lab The next meeting is
scheduled for February 19 at
7:1 5-Everyone Welcome!!

REMEMBERED
Letter to the Editor,
I was delighted to have the
chance to attend the GSU con
vocation "A Tribute to Martin
Luther King, Jr." on January 15,
1988 in the University Theatre.
It was an inspirationa� informa
tive, and indellible experience
for all in attendance. A big
round of applause should be
awarded to Dr. Alma Walker
Vinyard, the chairman of the
observance committee whose
enduring efforts helped make
the occasion a huge success.
The distinguished guest speaker
Attorney Peter Flemister was
definitely the people's choice.
His address wasn't full of
flowers and romance for the
late Dr. King, but that of trutl\
The frankness of Attorney
Flemister was admired by the
entire theatre. I was more than
happy to deliver an address on
the behalf of the Student
Senate and the Student body. I
look eagerly toward next year's
tribute.
I encourage other students
to participate in these types of
events, because the know�
edge and experience. that you
gain can serve as a keepsake
for life. There is another spec
tacular program that will take
place right here at GSU on
February 19, 1988 in the Uni
versity Theatre. The speaker is
Lerone Bennett as well known
historial'\ author and the senior
editor of Ebony Magazine. He
has definitely served as an in
spiration in my life. I look for
ward to meeting him in persol'\
and hope that you will also take
advantage of the wonderful
opportunity. I will await your
arrival on Feb 19 at 8 pm
With you in mind,
Eric V. Harwell
Student Senate V. President

Dear Editor:
Thank you for publishing
some information about our
program on the front page of
the January 1988 edition of
the Innovator (Volume 15,
Number 1 1 ). However, there
seems to be a juxtaposition of
topics which will no doubt
cause confusion
The caption under the pic
ture refers to the five-year ac
creditation of our master's
degree program. This was
awarded in November by the
Educational Standards Board
of the American Speech·
Language-Hearing Associa
tion (ASHA). This is a very
prestigious accomplishment
and the one for which the pic
ture was taken There were

several stories about it in re
cent editions of the south sub
urban Star newspapers, and
others.
The article following the pic
ture refers to our recent con
tinuation by ASHA as a sponsor
of continuing education, award
ed for two years. While nice, it is
not nearly as important to our
program as the accreditation.
While the information in both
the picture caption and follow
ing article are correct having
them together makes it seem
as though they refer to the
same event They most cer
tainly do not If you would like
information about the ac
creditation, please contact
Marilyn Thomas in University
Relations.
Jay Lubinsky

For POLICE, FIRE
or MEDICAL
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CASH STATION
ARRIVES
Can you believe it! Cash Sta
tion is here, or at least almost
here. The machine was put in
about a week ago and will be
usable very soon
For many on our campus this
will be a real blessing. No more
will we have to slog through
wind and weather to make
sure the pay check gets to the
bank before the payments dQ
No more will we leave class at
1 0:30 and have to drive miles
to the nearest ATM hoping the
gas in the car holds out till we
can get money to fill the tank
The automatic teller has
been the brunt of many jokes
and cartoons but for large
segments of the population
they have become a way of life.
They give us the kind of flex
ibility that today's fast paced
world requires.
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No more do we need to carry
large amounts of cash or fiddle
with the nuisance of travelers
checks. No matter where we
are the little silver and green
card puts money at our finger
tips and posts the transaction
to our account in seconds.
No matter where we are that
is except University Park - until
now. Until now the closest
Cash Stations were in Crete
and Richton Park, kind of a
pain to get to if you were in a
hurry.
Negotiations for the machine
spanned months and the busi
ness office staff deserves a lot
of credit for their persistance in
finally getting us this much
needed service.
Now Governors State Uni
versity will become a part of the
mainstream of society.

statistic
why am I just a statistic.
data in a file.
in 1 986, 20,56 1 students
quit school
30 young boys shot,
500 rocks at,
AFTER ALL,
were just abstract lines,
floating around in a
computerized galazy,
bodies erupting in
numeral fission,
about a steel maze,
numeral fission,
about a steel maze,
in a
pointless world
by barb fagin
stare at a picture
nothing but emptiness 
look at old letters
nothing but tears
gaze at an attic
nothing but dust and cobwebs
follow a rainbow
nothing but cloudy skys 
Try to find love
nothing but frustration Try to understand life
nothing but
by barb fagin
They talk
total ignorance,
They ask
intent to disobey
WHY!? WHY!? WHY!?
Feelings never told
GO AWAY!!
I don't like you
final crash into
silence
by barb fagin

ETRY
B - is for Black, Beautiful

and Bad
L - is for Love, Life and the

Long-suffering we've had
A - is for Anger, Anguish
and the Angel that guided

us by Night and Day

What Makes A Man A Man?

You're not a man because
you can make a baby,
You are a man when you can
love and $ support the baby
you make.
Mrs. Diann Belamy Ford
Copywrite Jan 2, 1 988

C - is for Canvassing, c ..
tastrophe and Celebr.
tion on the way
K - is for Ku Klux Klan that

seems to be here to stay

•

H -is for His Story, His Story
and His Story about me
1
is for the Ism's that has
-

The Beauty

of A Rose

A rose is like a baby, soft to
touch, sweet smelling, and
constantly growing. The petals,
are smooth to touch, each one
represents the stages that we
go through in life. The stem is
like the spine, which helps us
stand up tall The thorns repre
sent the troubles and stum
bling blocks that we have in our
lifetime. The semll is an unde
scribable, in a field it give soft
an aroma that fills the air with a
sweet fragrance.
Roses are as individual as
each human being. Roses can
brighten up your day and make
your self-esteem rise. The
beauty of a rose can be seen
through everyonfis eyes.
Mrs. Diann Bellamy Ford
Copywrite Sept 6, 1 966

kept us from being Free

S - is for all the Sadness,
Sorrow and Schisms that

has kept us in Hell
T - is for the Time in jail,
Time Waiting, Time-too

soo n to rebel

0 - is for the Only Begotten
Son to whom we pray
R - is for the Ra_llicals who

are here to stay
Y - is for the Years gone by
and the Years to come

when we turn it over to the
Young who are BLACK,
BEAunFUL AND BAD.
No more LONG-suffering to
be had
ANGELS still guide the
way
CELEBRAnON is every
day.
by David R. Burgest, Ph.D.
(MWALIMU)

Counselor's
Column
by Diane Kjos

PERSPECTIVE
We the concerned citizens
oppose the construction of a
bell tower on campus. While
the Senate has few details
about the proposed structure,
it has several reasons for its
disapproval.
The bell tower is a luxury, and
a useless one except by
aesthetic standards. How will it
blend in on a campus of mod
ern architecture and modern
sculpture? As an anachronism,
no doubt
The production of beautiful,
appropriate sound is probably
the goal of acquiring the tower.
The citizens are concerned
that the sound will be just one
more noise added to the sound
of furnace fans, office ma
chines, ringing telephones,
and traffic. It will be one more

sound that can't be turned off.
To the citizens, use of $1 o.000.00 for such a purpose is
ludicrous, when what is need
ed is more classrooms, etc.,
and especially more scholar
ships for good students. Schol
arships are the one area where
a small expenditure can yield
great rewards. But, a Bell
Tower?
Maintenance costs for the
bell tower will be nil, of course.
If not, does the tower justify the
cost of cleaning and repair?
What impact, incidentally, will
the noise and presence of the
structure have on Governors
State University's wildlife?
Canadian geese may not aj:r
preciate the noise. Aesthetical
ly speaking, lefs keep the
geese.

To

Place

An Ad Call
jean
534-5000
Ext. 2140
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In the past, this column has
talked about a number of
issues that counselors at
Governors State University
deal with. Peggy Woodard and
I believe that our respon
sibilities and concerns are dif
ferent from those of counselors
on traditional college campuses.
Many students come to
GSU after having been out of
college for some time. I know
that this experience can be
frustrating because I went
back to school after stopping
out for ten years. I experienced
confusion and frustration. I
wondered if the whole system
had been designed to make it
more difficult for me to get my
education Family and job re
sponsibilities added to the
pressures as I attempted to
balance work, school and
home demands.
Sometimes adult students
are anxious about their ability
to learn, concentrate, and re
tain course information There
is a constant concern about
the time invested in college attendance. Why get involved
with things that take up valuable time with no apparent im
mediate career rewards?
Why, indeed, bother with
counseling? Shouldn't adults
be able to take care of these
issues by themselves? Isn't
counseling really a waste of
valuable time? Why should a

university provide counseling
services on a commuter cam
pus?
Counselors serve as prol:r
lem solving specialists for
students at GSU. Through
counseling, students can iden
tify specific academic and ca
reer goals. They learn more
effective ways of dealing with
personal issues and problems.
The student who is having dif
ficulty with motivation or anxie
ty related to a particular class
of subject can get help. At
other times, counselors serve
as advocates for students.
These counseling services
contribute to student success
and thus retention. With coun
seling, students are more likely
to stay in school and complete
their program. Further, there
are some problems that we
cannot solve by ourselves, and
then a helper or counselor is
imortant
Each of the two counselors
at GSU work with 75 to 1 00
students a year in one-to-one
or group counseling situations.
They each see an additional
700 to 800 students a year
who seek information or help
with minor problems.
For more information about
counseling at GSU, call either
Peggy Woodard at extension
2 1 42 or myself at extension
2281.
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CIVIL SERVI CE FETED

ICC TO DO
MEDICARE PROGRAMS

by Dixie Butz

On Civil Service Day, Dec
ember 4, 1 987 the following
Governors State University
employees were honored for
fifteen years of service:
1 . Gusta AIIen
2. Dixianna Butz
3. Glen Claus
4. Earl Collins
5. Betty Elliott
6. Stanley Ferry
7. Joyce Gordon
8. Beatrice Grant
9. lla Kline
1 0. Andy Lakas
1 1 . Evelyn Pegues
1 2. I rving Roberts
1 3. Theodore Reid
1 4. Della Shiffer
1 5. Anne Travis

The honorees were feted
with such festivities as a jazz
dance and a fashion show. The
latter was dedicated to Dr.
Virginio Piucci who is a strong
advocate of civil service ac
tivities.
As Senate President Sural
Wilkerson said, " Piucci was
one of those rare persons in
administration who puts his
money where his mouth i&-it
isw:th his financial support that
today's activities can take
place.
The day was set up for civil
service employees but also
was open to all to come and
enjoy.

the patienfs length of stay a
hospital will be reimbursed for.
For example, a patient in for a
procedure that is listed for a
four-day stay must pay ad
ditional costs if he isn't released
after four days.
The federal government
studied patient discharges
over several years to deter
mine its length of stay policy for
DRGs. There are 475 categories
of DRGs, Gallantly explains.
Many senior citizens argue
DRGs can be unfair because
patients aren't well enough to
be discharged in the specified
time and they have no one at
home to care for them, accord
ing to Frank Ertl, of the
American Association of Retired
Persons, who was a panelist on
the show.
Other guests were Mark
Brooks of the Illinois Hospital
Association, Dr. Eugene Han
delman of the Crescent Coun
ties Foundation for Medical
Care, Betsy Friese, a beneficiary
services specialist with the
Health Care Financing Ad
ministration, and moderator
Jerry Brown of the U.S. Depart
ment of Health and Human
Services. These panelists helped
explain the procedures and
payment schedules and gave
information on how to argue
against early discharges.
Distribution of this program
will be made by the U.S.
Department of Health and
Human Services to cable sys
tems statewide, and to the
Region 5 offices of the Social
Security Administration which
will use the tape as a training
tool for new staff.

UN IVERSITY PAR K-The
Instructional Communications
Center at Governors State Uni
versity was recently selected
by the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services as
the production center for a
special program on Medicare
benefits.
The show outlined for senior
citizens, the Medicare pay
ment system of Diagnostic
Related Groupings (DRGs)
and patients rights under this
new system.
The U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services
was referred to GSU by
Chicago Access, a cable outlet
The program, designed as a
panel discussion program, was
filmed at Governors State
television studios with GSU
technical and production as
sistance.
The I nstruction al Com
munications Center is respon
sible for all television produc
tions, photography and graphics
work at the university.
Diagnostic Related Group
ings (DRGs) were introduced
in 1 981 as a means of reduc
ing government reimburse
ments to hospitals. Under the
DRG system, all hospitals
receive the same payment for
a particular procedure.
"It is beneficial to a hospital
to make certain the same care
is given at low cost The biggest
benefit is hospitals know the
cost before the procedure,"
GSU Professor Donna Gallant
ly explains on the show.
While DRGs may be a
benefit to the hospital, some
senior citizens say DRGs are a
detriment because they specify

INTERNS TO SEMIN AR
posed to. This is done through
internships with state and local
government agencies, and
private organizations. The in
ternships are restricted to
minority students enrolled at
BOG universities, who have
achieved junior level status.
Approximately 97 percent of
students who finish the Pro
gram obtain jobs directly
related to their field of study, or
continue their education.
Approximately 40 percent of
all minority students attending
I llinois public universities are
enrolled at a BOG university.
The BOG sets policy for five
state universities: Chicago
State University; Eastern I l
linois University, Charleston;
Governors State University,
University Park; Northeastern
Illinois U niversity, Chicago;
and Western I l linois Uni
versity, Macomb.

Board of Governors Minority
I nterns Attend Seminar.
Springfield,! L-January 13,
1 988-The Board of Gover
nors (BOG) Minority Intern
ship Program recently held a
seminar detailing the legisla
tive process for the Fall 1 987
interns.
The seminar, held in Spring
field, was attended by the in
terns, BOG Chancellor Thomas
D. Layzell, BOG Vice Chan
cellor for Public Affairs and
Development Ronald A. Mes
sina, the Reverend Dr. Sloan T.
Letman, Director of the BOG
Minority Internship Program,
a n d a n u m b e r of state
legislators.
The BOG Minority I ntern
ship Program is designed to
help minority students en
rolled at BOG universities gain
professional work experience
they would ordinarily not be ex-
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DECEMBER
EMPLOYEE

OF THE
MONTH
Congratulations to Donna
Lowe, December Employee of
the Month. Lowe is a Secretary
in our Financial Aid Office. She
was nominated by Barbara
Basler, University Print Shop.
Basler said, "She exem
plifies the criteria of guidelines
set by the EOM selection com
mittee. Among the many con
tributions, other than excelling
in her position in all areas of re
sponsibility is her constant in
volvement with the governing
bodies of GSU."
"Donna was personally re
quested to serve on the Plan
ning Committee, was a dynamic
and exceptional president of
the C.S. Senate, involved in the
initiation of the first C.S. Day in
November of 1 984; is now
serving on the Affirmative Ac
tion Committee and as an of
ficer of MENC, was one of the
people responsible for the
m u c h e n joyed a n d ap
preciated "Luncheon Notes."
"She is quite a remarkable
person and employee."

ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS INVITES YOU TO AN
O PEN HOUSE
Get

the eaZy PC

& the Alps ASP 1 0 0 0 Printer

P lac e :

HALL OF GOVE RNORS

Date :

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 24

T ime :

3 PM to 7PM

Pat Pierson
Tallgrass Systems
31 2/349-221 2

Monica Johnson
Academic Computer Services
Extension 21 07

SALE
REG
PRICE PRICE
EZP - 2
EZP - 2 0

E Z - 2 & ASP 1 000
E Z - 20 & ASP 1 000

$ 9 9 9 $ 799
1099
1299

We're also opening the door to special savings on these other exciting Zenith Personal Computers . . .
z-157 -.mdl••
!!!m!l
ll!! �
ZSM- 157-2

ZSM- 157-3

z-159

Z - 1 57-2 Du81 floppy Syat .. '
ZVM-12•0 Aaber Hercu1 .. Monitor
Z- 157-3 20Mb Hard D18k w/S1ngle flopy
' ZVM- 12•0 Aaber Hercul .. Monitor

--.u..

VCA Aabr Mtr
VCA PgWt Mtr
VGA Color Mtr
V/ZMM-�·9-A 1 • • VGA Aabr Mtr
w/ZMM- 1·9-P 1 • • VCA PgWt Mtr
w/ZCM-1390 1 3 " VGA Color Mtr

$1728

5699

2321

999

ZSA- 159- 12
ZSP-159-12
ZSC- 1 5 9 - 1 2

Z - 1 59 - 1 2 w/ZMM-1·9-A 1 • •
Z - 1 5 9 - 1 2 V/ ZMM- 1·9-P 1 • •
Z - 1 5 9 - 1 2 w/ZCH-1390 1 3 "

$2191
2191
2591

sun
1U9
13.9

ZSA - 1 5 9 - 1 3
ZSP-159-13
ZSC- 1 5 9 - 1 3

Z - 1 59-13
Z- 159-13
Z-159-13

S27il
2798
3198

sun
1U9
16.9

Speool p<IC•ng oliO< good only on purclloses duKIIy lrom
Zen.lll Controctlsl hstocl - by stuclents. laculty oncl stoft
Ia< tn... own use No - dosc:ounts opply l.Jmrt one pe<·
sonal computer and one monttor per tndMdual 1n any 12
month petiOli PnCH Wbieet to Cllllngo Without LJm•ted quantrty avadable

Zenith Data Systems
31 2/745-3034

ZFL-111-93
ZWL-113-92
ZWL-113-93

Duel floppr Syat..
10Mb �� D1ek/S1ngle flOPVf S et ..
20Mb K� D1ek/S1ngle floppy Sy8t ..

y

z-2!6 • z-2.a

L18t

�

52399
3199
3599

S1399
1130
1050

!uD41..

ZSA-211-25
ZSP-211-25
ZSC-211-25
zsf-211-25

Z-211-25
Z-211-25
z-211-25
z-211-25

w/ZMM- 1·9-A 1 • • VGA Aabr Mtr
PgWt Mtr
w/ZMM- 1·9-P 1••
Color Mtr
w/ZCM-1390 13"
w/ZCM-1 .90 1 • •

VGA
VGA
VGA rTM Mtr

53298
3298
3698
3998

$1799
1799
1999
1U9

ZSA-2•1-12
zsr-2•1-12
zsc-2•1-12
zar-2•1-12

z-2•1-12
z-2•1-12
z-2•1-12
z-2•1-25

w/ZMM- 1·9-A 1 • •
w/ZMM- 1•9-r 1 • •
w/ZCM-1390 13"
w/ZCM- 1•90 1••

VGA Aabr Htr
VGA PgWt Mtr
VGA Color Mtr
VGA rTM Htr

$3998
3991
4398
4691

52049
10.9
1149
1399

I

data
systems

THE QUAliTY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOE S ON

February 8, 1 988'

MENC TO PRESENT
]Ji-T?

ARTIST TO
HAVE

CONCERT

Members and friends of the
Governors Statue University
student chapter of Music
Educators National Conference
will present their second MENC
in Concert on Thursday, Feb
ruary 1 8.
A varied program of classics,
light classics, jazz and pops will
begin at 7:30 p. m in Sherman
Recital Hall Admission is free.
A reception will follow.
Among the performers will
be clarinetiet Lynn Godfrey,
former MENC president who
will play Max Rege( s rarely
heard Sonata, Opus 1 07. She
will be accompanied by pianist
Geri Niwranski Pianist Dorothy
Riggle will open the classical
portion of the program with
Debussy s"La Fille aux Cheveux
de Lin" and Chopin's Prelude
No. 1 5 in D-flat C'Raindrop'} A
French horn quartet made up
of Donna Briggs, MENC presi
dent and guests nm Jones,
Bill Thegze and Chuck Gray
will play Eugene Bozza's Suite
for Four Horns, an arrang&
ment of Mozarfs Overture to
the " Magic Flute" and a Lowell
Shaw piece that blends bar
bershop and jazz idioms.
Tom Matecki and John
Chorney, pianists who were
featured artists during last falfs
Festival of the Arts, will anchor
the popular segment of the

program Matecki, vice presi
dent of MENC. is known for his
original jazz compositions for
piano. Chorney's specialty is
Boogie, although he plays
Beethoven and other classics
with equal ease. Guest artist
Jonathan Mantel will perform
solo matenal c�!�in�ted by jazz
guitarist Joe Pass.
The concert is jointly spon
sored by MENC and the Office
of Student Life and is a sequel
to the fall trimeste(s MENC
in Concert
During winter trimester, MENC
is also observing March as
"Music in the Schools Month."
On March 1 3, students of GSU
will perform in the Sherman
Recital Hall On March 1 7, the
group will take part in the
"World s Largest Concert"
which will connect singers
from local schools via cable lV
in a simultaneous performance
with children from around the
country. " Luncheon Notes," a
series of Thursday noon-hou r
concerts sponsored by MENC,
will feature the Forest Trails
Junior H igh Jazz Band on
March 3, priz&winn ing ensem
bles from Marian Catholic H igh
School on March 1 0, the A�
Custer Junior H igh School '
Jazz Band on March 1 7 and
the Momence H igh School
Band on March 24.
.

!

CLASSIFIED

SHOWING
Congratulations to Abraham
Talley on his successful one
man graduate art show. The
opening reception, held in the
Visual Arts Gallery on Jan. 20,
was a smashing success.
Talley is a teacher at Thomas
Kelly High School in Chicago.
Many of his associates attend
ed the opening celebration
and contributed to the nice
turnout
Talleyworks primarilyon oils.
His style is Surrealistic and at
tempts to portray facets of the
unconscious mind Reoccur
ring shells appear within fan
tasy landscapes. The shells
appear to be organic and
sometimessprout like nourish
ing plants. Jewelry beads often
combine with unnaturally col
ored shells. To some, the shells
suggest sexual appendages.
" HARMONY'' depicts an
assortment of beads draped
upon the tops of shells. The
shells are like organic mush
rooms upon a hilly moonscape.
The ground seems to nourish
the shells in an unusual green
field playground
"INFINITY of KERNALS and
SHELLS," depicts a long string
of beads descending through
a row of shells painted in un
real colors. Blue clapboard is
the background The scene
seems to be in preparation for
descent into a vat waiting
patiently below.
"HARMONY" and "INFI N
ITY a KERNALS and SHELLS"
may be viewed as a part of the
Exhibition of African Art This
new exhibit runs Eeb. 5-28 in
the Visual Arts Gallery (former
ly the first floor E lounge
gallery).
Talley plans to continue
teaching and looks forward to
painting in the Surrealistic
style as a freelance artist after
his graduation in April He will
receive an MA in Art Three
lucky individuals have pur
chased paintings from the
show. We wish Abraham con
tinued success.
Being the type of person that

FOR RENT OR LEASE:
wo rooms and private bath,
tional kitchen, laundry, and
rage. Near IC and GSU Non
moking and drinking. Phone:
72-841 4-Leave message
PRIVATE Bedroom, 5 minutes
from GSU campu s, $350.
Utilities are included Call Joe
bust 403-0786 leave message
2 Bedroom house less than a
mile from GSU campus. $500
plus Y2 utilities included Write
to owner at P.O. Box #909,
Orland Park, I ll 60462

Campus travel representatives
or organization needed to pro
mote spring break trip to
Florida Earn money, free trip
and valuable work experience.
Call I nter Campus Program
collect 1 -31 2-231
4323
COLLEGE REP WANTED to
distribute "Student Rate" sub
scription cards on campus.
Good income, no selling in
volved For information and ap
plication write to: CAM PUS
SERVICE, 1 024 W. Solar Drive,
Phoenix, Az. 8502 1

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SER
VICE - any typing need Afford
able rates Pick up and delivery.
Call Donna after 6:00 PM 429•
6227

PART TI ME-HO ME MAI LING
PROG RAM! Excellent income!
Details, send self-addressed,
stamped envelope. WEST Box
#5877, H illside NJ 07205

National Marketing Company
looking for Jr., Sr., or Grad stu
dent to manage promotions
on-campus this semester. Earn
ing potential up to $5,000.
Flexible part-time hours. Call
Rand� Dee, or Terri at (800)
592-2 1 2 1 .

TYPIST&H undreds weekly at
home! Write P.O. Box # 1 7.
Clark, NJ 07066

PROF ESSIO NAL TYP I NG
reaso nable rates, fast ac
curate - reports, term papers,
mailing lists, letters, resumes,
etc. Call Lottie (3 1 2) 7997790.
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SUMME R JOBS EXPLORE
MN Spend 4-1 3 weeks in the
land of 1 0,000 lakes. Earn
salary plus free roo!TVboard
Counselors, nurses (BSN, AN),
lifeguards and other positions
available at MN resident camps
for children and adults with di&
abilities. Contact MN Camps,
Dept 01 03A, RR #3 8os 1 62,
Annandale, MN 55302 (61 2)
274-8376
.
•

I am, I can proudly say that I

hate many kinds of conformity.
The music business being
what it is, thrives on con
formity.
Can anyone say that Top 40
music is inspired, thought
provoking or original music?
If you can I'll be the first to
laugh in your face.
Although I listen to heavy
metal, I'll have to admit that a
lot of it does sound the same,
even to my seasoned ears.
There is some originality there,
but not an overabundance.
Country music? Nothing un
conforming or original there.
Hard core punk is usually
original and totally unconform
ing, but it has to be played like
noise from a construction site
to stand out, not to mention
that the simple fact that there is
so much profanity and lack of
musical talent there that it ac
tually starts its own conformity.
The punk conformity. If you
don't sound or look like the
other bands you are not con
sidered punk, and if you do, you
have conformed.
Confusing isn't it
Since I have done nothing
but complain about all this con
formity, I guess it would be only
fair to mention the bands that
can somehow stick out of the
crowd and really do their own

Nows days Hollywood is
coming out with a lot of baby
pictures. Not the kind that you
would show in your wallet
These pictures are major mo
tion pictures on the big screen
at your local theater. From the
start of the movie " Baby
Boom," and the popularity of
the "Three Men and a Baby,"
and the Molly Ringwald fea
ture " For Keeps," which deals
with teenage pregnancy, baby
mania has been a real and a
reel crowd pleaser.
Now another picture has
joined the ranks of "babyism"
Writer, producer, and director
John H ughes, who drew ac
claim for making " brat pacl<'
movies like "The Breakfast
Club," and" Ferris Buelle(s Day
Off," is now taking a stab at the
adult situation comedy, specif
ically parenthood H is latest
creation " She's Having A
Baby," puts Kevin Bacon of
" Footloose" fame and Eliza
beth McGovern, who starred in

such films as "Ordinary Peo
ple," and " Racing With The
Moon," as the proud parents
to be.
The movie does not just look
at the problems of having a
child, it also deals with the r&
sponsibilities of marriage re
tween two young people who
are just starting their lives
together. To some this may be
a scary step, but Hughes' idea
is hilarious from the time of the
wedding of Jake, who is played
by Bacon, and Christine, por
trayed by McGovern, until the
actual moment when Christine
states "Irs Time!"
You will have labor pains of
laughter with each predica
ment they encounter. One
thing leads to another and the
fun keeps coming. It is a movie
must see for young couples
who are taking that BIG Step of
matrimony and parenthood,
but is fun for everyone. On my
grading scale, I give "She's
Having A Baby" an A

,..
Abraham Talley

STATIC
GUARD
thing while remaining a talent
ed musical act
Some people might think
that I am a conformist to men
tion this band, U2, the Irish
moralists.
While they get more and
more popular, their music is
starting to get a little watered
down But in the early days this
band was a real rock and roll
happening.
Their first four albums, "Boy,"
"October," "War" and "U2 Live
at Red Rocks" were all packed
with energy and exciting,
memorable songs. Their con
certs, while smaller than to
day's U2 shows, were a treat
for the eyes and ears. Anybody
who saw them immediately
knew that U2 was going to
make it big someday.
Then they did The next two
albums, "The Unforgettable
Fire" and "The Joshua Tree"
lacked the punch of the pr&
vious material and at least for
me, were kind of boring. After
the bands best efforts were
widely overlooked, the public
ate up the weaker, but more
Top Fortyish songs.
Another outstanding non
conforming band is a heavy
metal act called Queenst}'Che.

by M ichael O M alley
This band has been given
the title of "thinking man's
heavy meta�" because you
sometimes need a college d&
gree to figure out what they're
saying.
Popular subjects of this
band are: warning mankind not
to put too much trust in
machines (some of their songs
have a "Big Brother" quality to
them), the adverse effects of
drugs, computers ruling the
world, the effects of a dictator
on a society, what a clone
would think about, and other
strangely intelligent political
themes.
Queensryche's last album,
"Rage for Order" has to be one
of the best and most sadly un
derappreciated albums of the
eighties. Because they have
been labeled heavy meta�
most people won't even give
them a chance.
Aside from early U2 and
Queensryche, the only other
bands that really stick out of
the crowd (at least to me) are,
blues-hard rock bands like
Aerosmith and Deep Purple,
early David Bowie (although
not anymore), a blast from the
past like Led Zeppelin, and a
few others.
For now at least, the radio is
clogged with conformity, pop
ular, but very, very unori inal

r
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By

Ssntly Kszsk

Don't you dare sell that old
car until after the auto show.
Remember the mistake you
made selling that old 57
Chevy? You would be sick to
see a '60 Chevy. Remember
you once had a line on one of
those. How about the GTO and
the Roadrunner? It just goes to
show- save it, fix it, restore it but
don't ever sen that old used
car!
I once heard of a man who
built a custom 1 932 Ford HY
TEC LOBOY and kept it in a
heated trailer so the paint
wouldn't crack. He had 20
coats of lacQuer on it. It was �
solutely perfect
Have you ever seen a
chopped 8 Cemino or Ford
Ranchero? That is something I
am sure you could do. Just
slice off the roof, lower the top
about 8 inches, weld it back
together, add new glass all
around Cell it "Topped and

chopped."
VISit the 80th Annual Auto
Show at McCormick P lace,

Feb. 1 3-21 , or the 9th Annual
Moraine Valley Car Show on
Sun., May 29. I guarantee you
will have second thoughts
about selling that old used
car.

